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ABSTRACT

We report on an investigation of using Usenet newsgroups
for social filtering of Web resources. Our main empirical
results are: (1) for the period of May ’96 to Jul ’96, about
23% of Usenet news messages mention Web resources, (2)
19% of resource mentions are recommendations (as
opposed, e.g., to home pages), (3) we can’automatically rec-
ognize recommendations with at least 90% accuracy, and
(4) in some newsgroups, certain resources are mentioned
significantly more frequently than others and thus appear to
play a central role for that community. We have created a
Web site that summarizes the most frequently and recently
mentioned Web resources for 1400 newsgroups.

Keywords: Human-computer interaction, human interface,
computer-supported cooperative work, organizational com-
puting, social filtering, collaborative filtering, browsing,
resource discovery, World Wide Web, Usenet, netnews.

INTRODUCTION

One of today’s urgent information access problems is tinding
high quality information on the World Wide Web. In this
paper, we report on an investigation into the usefulness of
Usenet newsgroups and other public conversations for social
filtering of Web resources. Specifically, we inquired whether
recommendations of Web resources could be extracted from
netnews messages. We found that hundreds of newsgroups
contain enough recommendations to be potentially useful.

Our interest in using public conversation archives for social
filtering stems from our bias toward systems that require little
or no extra data entry from their users. If public conversation
archives do in fact contain data useful for filtering web
resources, then we won’t have to resort to the common social
filtering practice of asking users to perform the additional task
of rating or otherwise evaluating information in order to get
useful recommendations. Of course, whether or not public
conversation archives contain useful social filtering data is not
the only issue significant for system building. We also must
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design computations to extract the data effectively and effi-
ciently, create useful presentations of the data, and strive to
ensure that the original conversational participants are happy
with the reuse of their conversational records. This paper
addresses the first two questions in depth and then touches
briefly on the third and fourth questions. We will address the
third and fourth questions fully in a subsequent paper.

Here in summary form are our basic questions and answers
concerning the technical feasibility of using Usenet messages
for social filtering of Web resources.

.

●

✎

✎

Do posters of Usenet wws mention urls (universal
resource locators) in the messages they post?

Yes, roughly 23% of the messages for the time period
covered. We looked at 1,3M messages from 1438 active
newsgroups over a period of at least 30 days anp found
that 305K of them contained urls in the message body.

For what purposes do posters mention these urls?
We observed three frequent and many other less frequent
purposes. Our machine classification aIgorithm classi-
fied 19% of the url mentions as recommendations or
announcements of web resources, 46% as sharing con-
tact information in a “signature”, and 8% of the url men-
tions as part of quotes from previous messages. The
remaining 2670 were classified as other types including
use as examples, descriptions, and citations.

Can url mentions that recommend or announce web
resources be machine-recognized?

Yes, with 90% precision.

On a “one person, one vote” basis, are some urls men-
tioned morefrequently than others?

By “one person, one vote” basis we mean that we tally
only one vote pr url per person even if a person men-
tions the url more than once. The idea is to defeat indi-
vidual attempts to flood a conversation with pointers to a
single web resource.

The answer to the question is yes, for almost all news-
groups. However, during a second data collection study
covering 1344 active groups, only 484 groups showed
significant variation. Our working hypothesis is that
when participants in a group conversation do mention
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some resources significantly more often than others,
these are more central to the group’s conversation, and
thus are important resources for the group topic.

These data suggest the possibility of creating a useful system
for social filtering in the large - for as many topics as there are
active newsgroups. In our most recent study, 2 months of
automatic processing of 1438 active newsgroups has yielded
93K url recommendations. Experimenting with appropriate
interfaces to the large number of recommendations that pass
through Usenet is a promising area. For newsgroup topics that
range from downhill skiing to the X-Files to Java, from Japa-
nese culture to beer brewing to emacs, we can provide ways
for users to access the resources recommended in the relevant
newsgroup.

The remainder of the paper examines our basic questions and
their answers in more detail and gives an overview of a proto-
type system.

RELATED RESEARCH

Malone et al. [10] propose three types of information filtering
activities: cognitive, economic and social. This paper concen-
trates on computer-mediated social filtering. The prototypical
case of social filtering is people communicating judgments
of quality to other people that they know personally. However,
a basic thesis of this work and one developed elsewhere [7] is
that personal relationships are not necessary to social filtering.
In fact, social filtering and personal relationships can be
teased apart and put back together in interesting new ways.
For instance, the communication of quality judgments can
occur through less personal, or even impersonal relationships,
with Usenet news being an example. Obviously, people want
a satisfying mix of both personal and impersonal relation-
ships. Various kinds of social filtering systems have been pro-
posed and implemented, each illustrating a different mix of
the personal and impersonal, of privacy and connectedness, of
cost and benefit.

Goldberg’s Tapestry system [5] is an email system that
encourages the entry of free text annotations with which users
can later filter messages. The two tasks of writing annotations
(entering filtering data) and specifying queries (using filtering
data) require significant user effort but may offer great reward.
The classic probIem [6] is that the benefit is either in the future
or comes to different people than those who put in the work.
Therefore there are few domains where such invested efforts
pay off readily to the right participants.

Aiming at the support of work groups, Maltz and Ehrlich[11]
describe collaborative filtering systems that enable users to
explicitly create recommendations (via pointers and informa-
tional digests) and direct their recommendations to specific
colleagues. These systems are informed by observed work
group practice, including the significant finding that only a
minority of participants adopt the role of information recom-
mender within a group.

The thread of work on history-enriched digital objects

(HEDO) [8][9][17] attempts to explore a region of the inter-
face design space that minimizes additional user tasks. Usage

information is automatically recorded and is graphically pre-
sented on the relevant interface objects; thus, no additional
input is required. HEDO techniques record the statistics of
menu-selections, the count of spreadsheet cell recalculations
and time spent reading documents (e.g., email, reports,
source-code) in a line-by-line manner, summing over sections
and whole documents. Relying upon induced equivalence
classes of web resources, Wittenburg et al. [16] describes an
automatic social-filtering method for recommending web sites
within a work group by cross-indexing bookmark files and hot
lists.

Various researchers have sought a middle ground between
user annotations and interaction monitoring, in particular by
exploring the use of ratings. Allen [1] reported ttnencouraging
results on one of the tint investigations into personal ratings
for HCI-type user-modeling. More recently, Resnick et al.
[13] have designed and implemented a social filtering archi-
tecture based upon personal ratings and demonstrated its
application to filtering of netnews. A field test of the system
involving 200 participants so far is under way. Hill et al [7]
and Shardanand and Maes [15] describe other successful rat-
ings based systems for recommending movies and music. In a
study of eight users reading 8K netnews messages, Morita and
Shinoda [12] observed strong positive correlations between
time spent reading messages and personal interest ratings of
those messages. Their work suggests it might be possible for
time-on-task measures to stand in for ratings.

DATA ANALYSIS

The Data Set

Our data set consists of messages from 1438 Usenet news
groups that received on average at least 3 messages per day
and for which we observed at least 30 consecutive days of
messages.

Figure1 Observed Active Newsgroups categorized by
their place in the netnews hierarchy.

Al ALIS M B1’1 W CA C-sm@NU Mm NE NwJ NJ NY NYCREC W SOC Talk

NEW3GR0UP TYPES

Because they were not a sources of textual recommendations,
we excluded “*. binaries” groups. Figure 1 shows the propor-

tion of active groups by Usenet top level category. Most of the

groups we observed were in “comp” and “ret”.
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Url Mentions: How Often?

Of the 1.3M messages we observed in the 1438 active ne,ws-
groups, 305K of them contained url mentions (e.g., as indi-
cated by the string “http://”) in the message body - 23.04%.
Figure 2 plots (using a log-log scale) the number of messages
seen vs. number of messages containing url references for
each of the 1438 groups. Each dot represents a single news-
group. The long solid diagonal represents the 1:1 ratio where
all messages in a group would contain the mention of an url.
Note the bent galaxy shape of the data. Dotted lines mark the
1:2, 1:4, and 1:8 ratios of messages containing “http://” to
total messages.

Figure 2 Scattergram of number of messages processed
ver newswouv and number ofmessa~es con-
~ain “htt~:ll’’-pernewsgroup; -
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We have labeled two of the outliers, On the high percentage
side we see “comp.infosystems. www.author~g.html” w~ti
59% of its messages containing urls, on the low side we see
“rec,arts.tv.soaps. cbs” with 4.670 of its messages containing
urls. The oval shape of the cluster illustrates that the correla-
tion of total number of messages with number of messages
containing urls is strongly positive,r=0.91. As mentioned, on
average 23.0470 of netnews messages contain url mentions,
but there is wide variation from near O% to near 100%.

The 305K messages that mentioned urls account for 478K url
mentions. So, on average, messages that mention urls contain
more than one mention (1.57). The mode, however is one, We
observed about 1~o of messages to be “public service” recom-
mendation lists which included multiple urls pa message.

Url Mentions: Why

For social filtering purposes, we need mentions of urls that
were recommendations or announcements. A cursory exami-
nation of url mentions reveals that a majority of them are not
recommendations at all; rather, they are personal or corporate

home pages, usually in a machine-inserted signature at the end
of the message.

We determined 29 syntactic features of messages to use in to
classifying url mentions as part of a quote, a signature, a rec-
ommendation, or something else. We then hand-categorized
1000 random url mentions. We input the 29 features and cate-
gorizations to William Cohen’s :rule-learning algorithm RIP-
PER [3], which outputs classification hypotheses. We
modified the conjectured rules tcl remove clauses that seemed
due to sampling error, then begam using the rules to classify all
the url mentions coming down tlhe netnews pipe, (We should
note that we tried to make the categorization rules conserva-
tive, i.e., to seek precision at the price of recall. Since there are
so many references to resources,, we can afford to miss a few
recommendations. And since the majority of references are
not recommendations, we must be careful about what we let
in.)

Figure 3 Purposes for mention web resource urls cate-
gorized by Newsgroup hierarchy type.

AltAUSU4 BIT BG! CA C-om!J QNU M., NEN%M4.I NYNYC REC SCISOCTalk

NEWSQRC,UP WPE

We obtained the following results. As shown in figure 3 (from
top to bottom), 26?Z0of url mentions were classified as
“other”, 870 were mentioned as part of a quoted message,
46% were part of the poster’s signature, and 19% were recom-
mendations or announcements. ‘The equal heights of the bars
in figure 3 represent 1009o of urls mentions within each type
of newsgroup. The four portions of each bar add up to 100’ZO.
The ‘widths of the bars correspond to the number of url men-
tions observed in each newsgroup type. Thus we see that the
“comp” and “ret” groups were most prevalent.

We performed a precision validation study on our classifier
rules by selecting 30 newsgroups at random, We then hand-
classified each mention of the three most frequently men-
tioned urls for each group. We confined our validation to most
frequently recommended urls because we were most inter-
ested in studying this group of urls and their mentions. We
wanted to see whether url mentions that our algorithm classi-
fied iis recommendations truly were recommendations. This is
because a social filtering system incurs more of a penalty for a
false positive classification as a recommendation than a false

negative. Figure 4 shows that 90’%0of the url mentions
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machine-classified as recommendations or announcements
were correctly classified (the left 5 columns total 90%). The
inter-rater reliability was 0.84.

Figure 4 Precision valialztion results: Hand reclassifica-
tion of 283 machine-classi$ed recomrnen&ion
type url mentionsfiom 30 randomly selected
active groups.

REC LIST FAG STOWANNOUN SIG EXAMPLE CITE DES QUOTE OTHER

We classified five types of url mentions as recommendations.
Of the 283 url mentions classified by our algorithm as recom-
mendations, 6890 were isolated url recommendations, 5 Yo
occurred in recommended lists of web resources, 1’310were
FAQs, 9% were “stock” recommendations - the use of a stan-
dard text or banner to recommend an url, and 7% were
announcements (ANNOUN in figure 5), recommendations
where there was a clear relationship between the poster of the
message and the web resource recommended.

Frequency Distribution Of Url Mentions

Figure 5 shows, for a second set of 1344 active newsgroups
studied from Nov’95 to Feb’96, the distributions of the most
frequently mentioned url through the 10th most frequently
mentioned url. In each vertical column 9990 of the data fall
within the whiskers. Thus most of the values for the most fre-
quent (the leftmost column) fall between 2 and 8. Horizontal
lines above and below the whiskers are outliers. For example,
on one newsgroup 39 different people recommended the same
url. We interpret these dispersion data tentatively since we
have only 3 months of experience. We conclude that there is
some variation in frequency-of-mention among newsgroups,
with most frequency values in the low single digits. In 484 of
the 1344 active groups, the most frequently mentioned url was
mentioned by at least 3 different people, and the second most
frequently mentioned url was mentioned by at least 2 different
people.

Figure 5 Distribution of one-person-one-vote counts for
most freuuentk meritioned urls, most fieau&t
to 10~hrnostfi”equent,1344 active gr&p;,
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For the time period of our data collection we identified three
types of distributional patterns of url recommendations. A
majority of newsgroups, primarily those with a smaller flow
of messages were “url dribblers”. Posters would recommend
urls, but we observed no significant buildup in the frequency
with which any given url was recommended. Therefore we
saw no evidence that there were any accepted community
resources in these groups. soc.college is an example of this
kind of group. We observed scores of a second type of fre-
quency distribution for url recommendations that was charac-
terized by a “spike”. One url received virtually all the multiple
mentions, often a large number of mentions. These news-
groups were, we believe, public conversations occurring in
the context of a definitive text. For example the posters to
comp.lang.c++.moderated frequently recommended their
newsgroup FAQ. A third pattern, one for which we do not yet
have an adequate explanation is the “nice curve” where multi-
ple recommendations are distributed over five to ten urls in
the shape of a slalom or quarter circle. This pattern seems to
occur frequently in the “ret” category of newsgroup.

PHOAKS SYSTEM

We have experimented with interfaces to the machine classi-
fied recommendations that we are collecting. We call this
effort PHOAKS, which is an acronym for “People Helping
One Another Know Stuff”. Our first experiment is a Web-
based system that utilizes resource recommendations discov-
ered in netnews. The PHOAKS system (1) harvests references
to urls from Usenet newsgroups, (2) maintains databases of
recommended resources and associated information, and (3)
creates Web pages that summarize the most frequently and
recently mentioned resources. In this section, we describe the
PHOAKS system architecture and discuss the design of the
Web pages.

System Architecture

PHOAKS currently processes each newsgroup in isolation. A
database for each newsgroup records resources, their recom-
menders, and contextual information from each message that
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recommended a resource. Another database organizes infor-
mation for each contributor. The basic processing loop for
each newsgroup is to get new data, integrate the new data into
the databases, and generate web pages that summarize the
most frequently and recently mentioned resources. We next
describe the process in a bit more detail.

1. Scan all new messages for (potential) url mentions, as indi-
cated by the tag “ht@//”. For each url mention, save the fol-
lowing information from the message to use as a context in
categorizing and evaluating this url mention

●

●

2.

●

●

✎

All header information,

At least two lines of text before and after the url. If we
come across a second url within three lines of a previous
url, however, we save all three intervening lines. This lets
us catch and tag long url recommendation lists.

For each url mention do:

Transform it into a canonical form, e.g., stripping the
default port (“:80”) and removing any bracketing punctua-
tion, e.g., a trailing “.” or “T’ This is important both
because we must extract the right text to use, and we want
to do the best job possible of detecting when two textually
different strings actually refer to the same resource (this is
the “url synonym” problem).

Categorize this url mention, using information from the
header and surrounding message context. We currently use
the four categories of quoted, signature, recommendation,
and other.

If this url mention was either a recommendation or home
page, then create or update database records for the
resource and the person who posted the message.

3. Sort the resource database based fist on the number of dif-
ferent people who recommended each resource and second on
the recency of the recommendations.

4. Select the 40 (this is a parameter that we can vary) most fre-
quently and recently mentioned resources to use in creating
web pages for the newsgroup. At this stage, our program
attempts to fetch content for each url that points at a htrnl text
file. There are two reasons to fetch a url before including it in
our pages. First, if we cannot fetch the page, we cannot con-
clude that it is a valid url. The fast turnover of urls as pages
move or go off-line, and simple typos ensure that many poten-
tial urls are not really valid. (Of course, just because we can-
not fetch a page does not guarantee that it does not exist - the
server may be temporarily down or network load may just
prevent us from getting there. However, recall that we value
precision above recall). Second, we extract the title from the
page, which we use to describe the resource in our summary

pages (see figure 6). We save resource titles in a database, so
we fetch each page only once (and we only attempt to fetch
pages that are frequently and recently mentioned enough to
appear in our summary.)

5. Generate web pages for the selected resources. We cur-
rently generate four types of interlined pages

.

●

●

●

resource summuries - these pages present resources, the
people who recommended them, and context from the rec-
ommending messages (see figure 6),

recommen&r summaries - the same data, but organized by
the people who recommended resources,

resourcepages - for each resource, a list of the people who
recommended the resource, and

recommender pages - for each recommender, a list of the
resources he or she recommended.

Figure 6 An example summa-y page concerning the
newsgroup rec.music,dylan from PHOAKS.
(http:llwww.phoaks. comlphoaksl)
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the remwce mumsd.———---“ “ ———
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Interface Design Decisions

Our current page design reflects two themes: organizing
access to content by social information and seeking a middle
ground between privacy and connectedness. These themes
play out in many ways. On the theme of organizing access by
social information

● Resources are sorted by the number of different people
who recommended them.

● Users have access not just to the number of people who
recommended a resource, but also to the names of the rec-
ommenders and a list of the other resources they have rec-
ommended to the newsgroup. This is useful in at least two
ways. First, regular readers of a newsgroup are likely to
know who else on the newsgroup has opinions that they
trust. Thus, they can investigate just those resources that
have been recommended by these pople. Second, after
investigating and liking a resource, one can find other
resources recommended by the people who recommended
that resource.

● Users have access to opinion about a resource, as
expressed in the surrounding message context. This is
especially important because our automatic filters use only
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●

✎

very limited semantic information. Another important
benefit is that a message may mention many resources,
some of which did not make it into our summary (e.g.,
because we could not verify their existence or because we
categorized them as home pages), yet users still get the
chance to visit them when they encounter them in the mes-
sage context.

Users can see the timeliness of a resource within a com-
munity, A “histogram” of shaded boxes is displayed for
each resource, with one box for each person who recom-
mended the resource. The more recent the recommendat-
ion, the darker the box. Thus, one can get an impression
of whether a resource has been mentioned a lot recently,
whether it has been mentioned steadily over time, or
whether it appears to have fallen out of favor.

Users can Iind out more about people who have recom-

using a normal keyword search engine, then to filter the
results through the databases maintained by PHOAKS.
Results are clustered by the newsgroups that mention them,
then ordered by the frequency of mention. For example, fig-
ure 7 shows a community sorted search for the query “dyhm”.
Of all the returned items, three were found to have been men-
tioned in the newsgroup comp.lang.dylan, and 15 in the news-
group rec.music.dylan.

Figure 7 An example of Community Sorted Search. Note
that returnsfiom query: “dylan” are clustered
and ordered by their appearance in netnews
groups: comp.lang.dylan and rec.music.dylan.

PeepI,HeIpIngO.,Ano~erIL.. !!k
“To&fher, WeL710wIf all,”

Community Sorted Search Results
mended resources. We make home-pages into hot links.
Email addresses are displayed in the message context, so
users also can email people they find interesting.

On the theme of seeking middle ground between privacy con-
cerns and opportunities for connectedness

●

●

●

We chose not to include a email “mailto:” link because we
did not want to make it easy to email recommenders.

On the other hand, we did include hyperlinks to contribu-
tors’ home pages - if they had them. Here our idea was that
accessing home pages was not so irmusive as email.

Other Usenet new access systems such as DeiaNews and
Alta Vista permit users to &rch globally by &er name in
the “:from” field, thus accessing all message posts by a
person. We deliberately chose not to include such a facility
in PHOAKS. As a result, users may only learn of posters’
activities on a single newsgroup.

The experimental PHOAKS system has been on-line for five
months now at http://www,phoaks. com/phoaks and its users
are offering helpful feedback. As of July 15th, 1996,
PHOAKS has served 269K pages (7.7 gigabytes) of social fil-
tering text to visitors from 80,000+ hosts in 98 countries.

Community Sorted Search

One way to understand the PHOAKS approach is to compare
it with the most common method of locating on-line informa-
tion, search engines such as Alta Vista, Lycos, and DejaNews.
Using a search engine, one constmcts a query describing the
item being sought. The result is a (typictdly) large set of docu-
ments that match the query. PHOAKS, on the other hand, pro-
vides access not to the entire universe of possibly relevant
documents, but rather to those documents that a community of
experts has been talking about or recommending, Documents
are ordered by how often the community has mentioned them.
At a finer level, independent opinions about the documents,
both positive and negative, are available. Finally, PHOAKS
makes timeliness of a resource visible.

We consider a combination of keyword search and social fil-
tering to be extremely promising. We call this combination
community sorted search. The basic idea is to run a query

Yourglmyrdylim’y- llwitms

3 items mentioned in comp.lang.dylan

1 Hit: 2J3yn@g
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~-sim2K - 180d95

1 fflt: 4h&U9ns
Next] previous] ~op] [Contents] &aiex] Dylm Referem?e M mud 6 Fwwtlam Overview,
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lS items mentioned in rec.music.dylan
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Future Work

We are exploring three research areas. First, the quality of our
pages depends on an accurate classification or url mentions,
Our analysis pointed the way to a number of improvements to
our classifier, including (1) a retined set of categories, (2) bet-
ter detectors for quotes and home pages, and (3) a spare detec-
tor. Further, we are refining our methods of detecting when
two (textually) different urls actually refer to the same
resource (the url synonym problem). Second, we are planning
a host of improvements to the interface. For example, rather
than presenting resources in a flat list, we will explore group-
ing resources by features such as their server or by recommen-
dation type, We also are considering several dynamic visual
presentations of our data, both of resources and of the activity
of a newsgroup community. Finally, we have much more data
analysis to do. In particular we want to firther analyze the
“dribbler”, “definitive text” and “nice curve” phenomena we
observed in our newsgroups. We would also like to under-
stand the web resource recommending behavior in known
types of newsgroups such as hobbyist groups, support groups
and talk groups. We also will explore the relationship between
url mentions and other posting behavior on a newsgroup over
time. For example, do recommended urls migrate into the
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newsgroup FAQ? In addition, we will analyze patterns of
access to our web site.
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